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Intense control dramas of all kinds, whether they are violent or just perverse and strange addictions, 
 come from environments where life is so abusive, dysfunctional and constrictive,  

and the level of Fear is so great, 
that they spawn this same rage and anger or perversion over and over, generation after generation. 

The individuals who are born into these situations choose to do so on purpose, with clarity… 
because they were sure they had enough strength to break out, to end the cycle,  

to heal the family system in which they would be born. 
They were confident that they could awaken  
and work through the resentment and anger  

at finding themselves in these deprived circumstances,  
and see it all as a preparation for a mission— 

usually one of helping others out of similar situations… 
The Tenth Insight by James Redfield

 
One of the gifts of attuning to the intent of our natal chart is how it reflects or shows the power of 
intention and the choice to end the cycles of abuse and dysfunction by choosing family and social 
conditions that are entrenched in old limiting and abusive patterns. When these patterns are transformed 
then new healthy energies can grow. In essence, it has the power to change everything going forward.   
 
It is time to remember why we are here and why we have chosen the circumstances we have, forgiving 
ourselves and those involved. This is especially true when we consider the current transit of the Shamanic 
Healer Chiron through Aries (archetypally linked with restoring cosmic justice) and the Shamanic 
Powerhouse Pluto in Capricorn transforming the old structures of our external reality that are punishing, 
shaming, and operating within the restrictive and limiting rules of the dominator culture. 
 
As Pluto begins to wrap up its long journey through Capricorn (since 2008) we have an additional 
opportunity to not only heal both the dysfunctional family and social systems we have inherited but to 
consciously create new healthy forms based in love and cooperation that will not only sustain life on this 
planet but will support a thriving experience for all.  
 
Here is a brilliant (and timely) podcast speaking into transforming our emotional inheritance. 
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/sounds-true-insights-at-the-
edge/id307934313?i=1000570473942 

http://www.cayelincastell.com/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/sounds-true-insights-at-the-edge/id307934313?i=1000570473942
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/sounds-true-insights-at-the-edge/id307934313?i=1000570473942
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Releasing fear of lack that promotes greed and the need to survive at the 
expense of the well being of others is an important step. What we are 
remembering is when we cooperate and share our resources with one another 
there is plenty for all.  
 
In the December 2001 Celestial Timings I shared about a Star Trek Voyager 
episode that I felt brilliantly demonstrated the powerful potential of enacting 
caring cooperation among different races and even species of intelligent life.  
 
The story begins when the star ship Voyager is accidently pulled into a Void, 
where it turns out other lost ships are struggling to survive. When Voyager first 
arrived they were instantly attacked by one of the other ships and 90% of their 
food and supplies were stolen.  
 
Voyager’s crew soon discovered the other ships already in the void survived by stealing supplies from each 
other and stealing from new unsuspecting ships the moment they unwittingly stumbled in the void.  
 
When it became apparent that Voyager did not have enough power to leave the Void on their own, Captain 
Janeway decided to try forming an alliance with the other ships based on the principle of cooperation. 
Janeway proposed to the other ships that they pool their resources and technologies and find a way out of 
the Void together.  
 
It was difficult to convince the other ships this was a good idea, but eventually several ships did risk joining 
the alliance, shared their resources and technology and they miraculously found a way to leave the Void 
together. Those who refused to join the alliance due to their entrenched patterns of fear and survival were 
left in the Void to continue as they had before.  
 
This story demonstrates the power of cooperation and working in community to achieve what otherwise 
might seem impossible. Some of the ships had been in the Void for years, barely surviving by competing for 
the limited supplies and resources that might wander in through other lost ships.  
 
Living from competition had created separation, distrust, hatred and loss of resources that could have 
benefited everyone had they chosen to live in cooperation with one another.  
 
When Janeway proposed a way for these lost ships to cooperate and work to together, the ships that chose 
to cooperate with each other ultimately changed their lives moving their existence from the experience of 
lack in the Void into an expansive and abundant world when they all escaped the void together.  
 
Cooperation unifies and strengthens the greater whole, moving us from mere survival into a whole new 
world of possibilities.  
 
The question is: are we ready to wake up and heal the family and social systems that are based in 
competition for survival, moving into new systems that are based in cooperation, recognizing we all have a 
right and a responsibility to thrive together? This is not easy as it requires tremendous trust and a 
willingness to take a leap of faith into new territory.  
 

http://www.cayelincastell.com/
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October Sky 
The Twins are rising just around mid-night as the October 
begins and then around 9 pm by month’s end providing 
opportunities for visual connection with this area of the sky. 
Plus this constellation is being featured in the Zodiacal 
Constellations Class this month. 
 
This online series is exploring the myth and meaning of 
these constellations along with their most important stars.  
 
You will learn about the stories and energies of the past, 
present and what we are dreaming into the future, along 
with the most important magical stars within these 
constellations. 
. 
Each constellation has its own special qualities we can tune 
into experientially and spiritually to help us uncover 
personal gifts and treasures available to us especially when the Sun or the other planets are traveling 
through these constellations.. 
 https://mystaralchemy.com/the-mystery-of-the-zodiacal-constellations/  
 
Fomalhaut one of the 4 Royal Stars located in Pisces Astrinus is visible in the southeast this month and 
worth noting. Above and to the east of Fomalhaut is the large square or diamond shape of stars marking 
the Square of Pegasus.  
 

 
Neptune is retrograde around 23 Pisces between the Waterbearer and the Fish 

Saturn is retrograde until October 22 around 19 Aquarius 
Jupiter is Retrograding back to Zero Aries returning to Pisces on October 27 

Underneath the Circlet of the Fish 
We cover the meaning of the planets in their seasonal signs 

in constellations most don’t expect in the Zodiacal Constellation Class  
https://mystaralchemy.com/the-mystery-of-the-zodiacal-constellations/ 

http://www.cayelincastell.com/
https://mystaralchemy.com/the-mystery-of-the-zodiacal-constellations/
https://mystaralchemy.com/the-mystery-of-the-zodiacal-constellations/
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Capella is the bright yellow star in the northeastern evening sky. It is the brightest star in the constellation 
Auriga and is located in the upper left corner as you look at the constellation. You should see a small 
triangle of dim stars just to Capella's right. Capella is a star that has about the same surface temperature as 
the Sun. Because it is so large, however, it is about 100 times brighter than our Sun. Although it is about 46 
light years (46X6 trillion miles) away,  that is why it appears dimmer that our Sun. 

 
Aldebaran is the orange-tinted star that you will see to the right of Capella, almost directly east. It is 64 light 
years away and is considered a red giant. Aldebaran is in a "V" of stars that represents the face of Taurus 
the Bull, called the Hyades. Aldebaran is the eye of that face. The Pleiades, the "Seven Sisters," is the group 
of young stars that you will see above Aldebaran. They are over 400 light years away. The Moon is visible 
near Aldebaran October 27 and 28. 

 
The Orionid Meteor Shower lasts from October 2 to November 7 and peaks on October 21 during a time 
when the Moon sets after midnight.  
 

 
 
 
Week of Oct 1 - 8 The Capricorn First Quarter Moon window is Oct 1, 2 and 3 The waxing half full Moon 
represents the balance between light and dark and is the most visible growth phase of the Moon. This 
Moon phase brings our conscious awareness to the threshold of initiation that accelerates the expansive 
growth process. Plus, it relates to the phase of the hero’s journey where he or she enters the zone of 

http://www.cayelincastell.com/
http://www.shamanicastrology.com/articles05.htm
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magnified power suggesting this is the best time to put our ideas and plans into action. The Moon waxes or 
gains in light until reaching its full phase in Aries on Oct 10.  
 
Oct 1. We begin October with a waxing Moon in Capricorn aligned with Galactic Center and crossing the 
Galactic Plane where the Winter Solstice Sun currently rises marking the shift of a Great Galactic Year 
(26,000 year cycle) – bigger than the Age of Aquarius (2160 year cycle).  
 
AND the Moon is Out of Bounds (find out more here https://cayelincastell.com/geomantic-moon-magic-
the-19-year-lunar-standstill/ ) 
Oct 01 2022 11°Sg31′ -24°33′ 
Oct 02 2022 25°Sg31′ -26°49′ 
Oct 03 2022 09°Cp38′ -27°22′ 
Oct 04 2022 23°Cp51′ -26°08′ 
 
This Galactic Gateway is where new creatively inspired energies 
pour into this dimensional realm. Capricorn is the archetypal 
mystery school that is most familiar with how spirit manifests into 
form and how to most efficiently, effectively and responsibly 
attend to these forms of manifestation for the benefit of the next 
several generations to follow.   
 
Oct 2. The Capricorn First Quarter Moon (09 Capricorn 47) represents a rapid growth acceleration of what 
was seeded in some earlier cycle. This is time to take decisive action. Of all the mystery schools, Capricorn 
when healthy understands and utilizes the most effective and efficient pathways for manifesting spirit into 
form.  
  
The underlying principle of Capricorn that has been forgotten and is part of what we are here to revision 
and recreate can be summed up in the question of expanding awareness around How to do Less And 
Accomplish More. This is possible when we know the most effective and efficient ways to get the best 
results for the least amount of effort. 
 
Mercury stations direct at 2:07 am 24 Virgo 11 more here https://cayelincastell.com/mercury-in-virgo/  

Oct 4. The Moon enters Aquarius illuminating revolutionary experiences that facilitate evolutionary change. 
For the next two and a half days the Moon is transmitting cutting edge ideas and innovations intended to 
promote growth of conscious awareness that also supports our fundamental right to determine our own 
evolutionary path. This is a reminder to go with the flow of change, trusting it is taking us where we really 
want to go even if we don't know what that is exactly that assists even greater evolutionary expression. 

Oct 6. The Moon enters Pisces energizing the mysteries of the compassionate heart, reminding us to not 
only have compassion for others but to start by having compassion for our own challenges and wounds. 
When we are loving and accepting who we are even though we may not feel we are perfect or acceptable 
in some way, we are part of the planetary change that is recreating the world through the power of love.  
 
Oct 7, Tuesday. Mercury moved into Libra yesterday traveling through the Libra domain for about 18 days 
moving into Scorpio on Oct 24.  
 
Messenger Mercury in Libra centers around the mysteries of conscious equal partnership in harmony and 
balance with all life. We exist in relationship to the Earth and Sky, each other, and to all that is seen and 

http://www.cayelincastell.com/
https://cayelincastell.com/geomantic-moon-magic-the-19-year-lunar-standstill/
https://cayelincastell.com/geomantic-moon-magic-the-19-year-lunar-standstill/
https://cayelincastell.com/mercury-in-virgo/
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unseen. Mercury is the messenger and can bring answers to questions relating to the mysteries of its 
current placement in the sky.  
 
How conscious are you of your interrelatedness to every aspect of creation?  
Are you engaging a conscious relationship with yourself and others?  
Are your relationships rewarding, fulfilling, expansive, and fun?  
If not what needs to change?  
 
Now is a great time to deepen your experience in relationships and in your communication with others. 
 
Oct 8, Wednesday. The waxing nearly Full Moon enters Aries in the morning and catches up to Jupiter at 
12:37 pm PDTs energizing the mysteries of trust, spontaneity, and the courage to further a worthy cause.  
 
Spontaneous decisive action based on trusting the in-the-moment intuitive process for inner guidance 
helps direct and support the courageous authentic actions of this timing. Plus, Jupiter is still bright and 
visible in the East after the Sun sets. 
 
Pluto stations direct at 2:58 pm PDT. https://cayelincastell.com/pluto-retrograde-direct/ This is a powerful 
opportunity to further transform the shadow of our ancestral inheritance. The Alchemy possible during a 
Pluto station point is heightened and a great time to engage in any practices that are helping you to create 
a new, more fulfilling way of being in this reality! 
 

 
 
Week of Oct 8 - 16 This week features the Aries Harvest Full Moon (Oct 09) symbolizing the fulfillment, or 
fruition, of the seeds planted at the New Moon of some earlier cycle. The elements of the hero/ine’s quest 
as described by Joseph Campbell in his book Hero With A Thousand Faces assists in deepening our 
understanding of ways to attune to the essence of the Moon Phases.  
 
The New Moon phase is similar to the Call To Adventure alerting the Hero/ine that an initiatory journey is 
about to take place. The First Quarter Moon phase is similar to the crossing of the threshold into the zone of 
magnified power where the journey or initiation takes place.  
 

http://www.cayelincastell.com/
https://cayelincastell.com/pluto-retrograde-direct/
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The Full Moon Phase relates to the Mystical Marriage or Apotheosis where the original goal of the journey 
is achieved. Apotheosis is defined by Webster’s as the: Exaltation to divine rank or stature; deification.  
This is the phase in the cycle where we have an opportunity to remember and experience our divinity. The 
Moon begins to wane this week representing the integration and dissemination of the gifts received at the 
Full Moon.  
 
The annual Aries Full Moon illuminates what we stand for, and what we choose to defend or protect for the 
benefit of the cosmic order of life. This full Moon asks what level of action are we willing to engage that 
supports the complete fulfillment of that commitment?  

 
Oct 08. Tonight marks the fullest rise of the waxing Full 
Moon reaching the exact Full Moon tomorrow at 16 Aries 
33 at 1:55 pm.  
 
Oct 09. This Aries Full Moon aligned with Chiron is 
supporting our commitment to initiating actions that are 
healing our personal wounds and helping to structure a 
new world based in loving cooperation that helps to 
facilitate our personal and planetary ascension process.  
 

The Aries Full Moon illuminates the mysteries related to 
standing for a just and worthy cause. Action is the Aries 
way. The key to success for Aries is through committed, 
inspired action that furthers whatever noble cause or 
purpose they undertake. 

The lion headed Egyptian Goddess Sekhmet helps to understand how Aries might express itself. Primarily, 
Sekhmet is actively committed to upholding and maintaining the law of Maat (sacred cosmic law).  

Sekhmet is the daughter of Ra, the feminine eye of the Sun, sent to Earth to restore balance and order 
among the people, destroying the imbalance to restore the cosmic order. Sekhmet is derived from Sekhem, 
an ancient Egyptian word meaning “power”. This suggests Sekhmet carries the power to transform through 
inspired action. 

In the ancient Egyptian wisdom teachings there is a Sekhmet mantra invoking the power of life through the 
breath. The mantra is SA SEKHEM SAHU (pronounced Sah Saykem SahWho) and when repeated it activates 
the transformative power of the breath especially when focused on a specific intention. 

SA is the breath of life. 
SAHU is the fully realized human being and 
SEKHEM is sacred power. 

Sahu is also known as the Light Body that has the ability to hold the highest frequencies necessary to 
experience expanded states of consciousness in physical form. This excerpt from Tom Kenyon’s Hathor 
Message about jumping timelines (from 2010) helps us to understand the power of this mantra to assist in 
jumping to a New Earth timeline where we are already ascended beings. 

From an energetic standpoint, the ascension process begins when your life force, called Sekhem by 
the ancient Egyptians, begins its ascent up the Djed, or sacred pathway of the chakras. This is 
ascension in its simplest form. It is the expansion of consciousness and awareness.  

http://www.cayelincastell.com/
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As your life force enters your higher brain centers and as your KA 
body becomes energized, you enter another phase of 
ascension. At this phase, you begin to metabolize light itself.  
 

By light we refer to spiritual light, a light that exists in the 
spiritual realms. This light feeds the KA body and increases its 
vibration.  

When the KA body reaches a certain amplitude, or strength of 
vibration, without wavering, it ignites with a type of etheric fire, 
turning it into the SAHU, or Immortal Energy Body.  

This could be viewed as one of the final stages of this particular 
form of ascension. But what we wish to make very clear is that 
any movement upward in consciousness and movement of life force up the djed, regardless of the 
method used, is part of the ascension process. http://tomkenyon.com/jumping-time-lines 

 
Oct 10. Venus is opposite Chiron creating a Full Moon effect illuminating the power to heal any wounding 
around the wisdom mysteries of the Sacred feminine as she continues her underworld journey meeting 
precisely with the Sun on October 22. 
 
Mercury re-enters Libra https://cayelincastell.com/mercury-in-libra/  
 
The Waning Moon enters Taurus early this afternoon activating the mysteries of enjoying and savoring 
sacred pleasure and beauty as our divine heritage. 
 
All of these planetary events are a time to notice all transformative progress, validating and solidifying the 
experiences that originate from the authentic core self. It is helpful to embrace any lingering shadow issues 
including the fears and judgments and forgotten or denied skills and abilities we each carry. 
 
This is an excellent timing to again embrace the truth of our being with loving forgiveness where needed, 
transforming these shadowed elements into our greatest gifts bringing to light their wealth as the medicine 
we carry. 
 

 

http://www.cayelincastell.com/
http://tomkenyon.com/jumping-time-lines
https://cayelincastell.com/mercury-in-libra/
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Oct 11. Taurus Moon conjuncts the North Node and Uranus. This highlights the energies that came 
together at the end of July resetting Earth’s destiny. https://youtu.be/dzyGAhfq9js 

 
This is a time for tuning in, for meditating or doing any practice that supports inner visioning. Whenever 
Uranus is involved revolutionary ideas and insights are possible.  
Oct 12. Moon moves into in Gemini at 10:08 pm Pacific or 
1:08 am Eastern Time illuminating the mysteries that take us 
beyond rational and linear thought processes. This is the 
domain of the coyote trickster who encourages us to let go 
of pre-conceived ideas and beliefs and reminds us things are 
not as real as they appear.  

Passing through the Sacred Hoop over the next few days as 
the Moon is approaching Aldebaran, the eye of the Bull.  

Tonight the Moon is visible near the Pleiades and 
approaching Aldebaran. In some cultures Aldebaran was 
considered the all seeing “eye of god” and has associations 
with the restoration of the original perfection of the Earth.  

With the Moon marking Aldebaran in the night sky this is a 
great time to tune into these energies asking for the 
restoration of the purity and perfection of our own hearts. This is especially significant when we consider 
that Earth is an anagram for heart when we take the “h” off of earth and place at the beginning we 
transform the word into heart. 

 

Oct 14/15. The Gemini Moon is conjunct Mars at 23 Gemini very near the Horns of the Bull a powerful 
feature of our last Zodiacal Constellations Class. https://cayelincastell.com/the-horns-of-the-bull-
gateway-to-the-elysian-fields/ more about the class here https://mystaralchemy.com/the-mystery-of-
the-zodiacal-constellations/  
 

 
 
Oct 15. The Moon moves into Cancer crossing the center point of the Sacred Hoop where the June Solstice 
Sun now rises. Attuning to this this area of the sky can inspire your own connection to the mysteries 
unfolding in this Celestial Dance.  

http://www.cayelincastell.com/
https://youtu.be/dzyGAhfq9js
https://cayelincastell.com/the-sacred-hoop-of-stars/
https://cayelincastell.com/aldebaran-the-eye-of-perception/
https://cayelincastell.com/the-pleiades/
https://cayelincastell.com/the-horns-of-the-bull-gateway-to-the-elysian-fields/
https://cayelincastell.com/the-horns-of-the-bull-gateway-to-the-elysian-fields/
https://mystaralchemy.com/the-mystery-of-the-zodiacal-constellations/
https://mystaralchemy.com/the-mystery-of-the-zodiacal-constellations/
https://cayelincastell.com/the-sacred-hoop-of-stars/
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Tracking the Moon now gives us an opportunity to look out into deep space away from our Milky Way 
Galaxy. The Moon is rising around 10 pm local time depending on your horizon line. 
 
Week Of Oct 16 - 23 This week marks the waning last quarter phase of the Moon in Cancer.  
 
In the Hero or Heroine’s quest this Moon phase represents the crossing of the return threshold to the place 
where the journey began, returning with the gifts and boons gained for synthesis and integration. It also 
signals the time to begin looking at the new seeds to plant in the next cycle beginning with the next New 
Moon in Scorpio on Oct 25. 
 
Oct 17. This Last Quarter Moon (24 Cancer) helps to integrate the concepts and practices of self-care as the 
first step to truly nurturing and creating a safe space of peaceful acceptance for ourselves and others. 
Moon moves into Leo energizing the mysteries of self-love, self-confidence, self-acceptance, self-approval 
and self-respect. 
 
Also the Sun is trine Mars signaling that Mars is about to go retrograde on October 30 at 25 Gemini 37 
aligned with the star Al Hecka and sitting between the horns of the Bull. https://cayelincastell.com/the-
horns-of-the-bull-gateway-to-the-elysian-fields/ 
 
Oct 19.The Moon is moving through the constellation of the Lion and will conjunct the heart of the Lion 
known as Regulus tomorrow. Tonight it is seen approaching this bright royal star, watcher of the North and 
linked with Archangel Raphael.  
 
Oct 20, Monday. Moon is moving into Virgo 
energizing the archetypal realm of Spider Woman 
who is attuned to the natural seasonal cycles and 
rhythms of the Earth and Sky. There are many 
cycles within cycles that help support and guide our 
life path.  
 
Attuning and attending to the seasonal cycles is 
one way to learn more about ourselves in 
relationship to the unfolding pattern.   
 
Plus, the Moon entering Virgo is with Regulus, the 
heart of the Lion constellation reflected in the 
Egyptian Sphinx in Egypt in the Great Below - 
reminding us of the divine codes we all carry within 
ourselves.  
 
Tuning into Regulus supports our conscious 
memory of the codes we carry linked to the “hall of 
records” within the Sphinx. It is time to remember 
our divine nature and that we are the radiant and shining ones awakening to walk the Earth once again.  
 
As the Hopi Elders remind us, “We are the ones we have been waiting for.”  
 

http://www.cayelincastell.com/
http://www.shamanicastrology.com/articles05.htm
https://cayelincastell.com/the-horns-of-the-bull-gateway-to-the-elysian-fields/
https://cayelincastell.com/the-horns-of-the-bull-gateway-to-the-elysian-fields/
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Oct 22. Venus and the Sun meet at 29 Libra. https://youtu.be/BUxxfDryMRQ  
 
Oct 23. Saturn (18 Aquarius 35) stations direct near the tail of the 
Goatfish and the magical Behenian Star Deneb Algedi covered in 
depth in our Magical Behenian Star class 
https://mystaralchemy.com/behenian-stars-series-details/  
 

Venus and soon after (about 3 hours later) the Sun enters 
Scorpio. The seasonal move of Sun into Scorpio begins a 30 day 
journey dedicated to the mysteries of death and rebirth magnified 
by the Sun Venus conjunction at 29 libra yesterday.  

Death is a part of the natural cycle of life. In times past the death 
mysteries were honored and celebrated at this time of year. 

Skeleton Woman or Lady Death reminds us of the importance of being willing to surrender and completely 
trust the death process as something magical and necessary for renewal and rebirth. It is the gift of the 
life/death/life process. 

In the current time, fear of death dominates many people’s life experience. Practices honoring the 
ancestors and those who have died were essential to ancient people who understood the importance of 
maintaining a healthy organic connection to the life/death/life cycle.  

They knew this was the time of year to honor the ancestors because in essence “What is remembered 
Lives!” Many plants are dying now as their season is nearly complete and they are beginning to synthesize 
what is needed to create new seeds for the next cycle. This is a time of inner reflection and noticing what 
needs to die, what is ending, and what is beginning. 

 
Week of Oct 24 - 29 12-17 This Scorpio New Moon seed point (Oct 24, 25 and 26) is a timing for creating 
intention statements and/or prayers around our most passionate and alive heart’s desires allowing them an 
opportunity to find their healthiest and most useful manifestation without attachment to the outcome. 
 
Oct 25. This Scorpio New Moon (2 Scorpio) is also a Partial Solar Eclipse amplifying the energy of this New 
Moon. https://cayelincastell.com/solar-eclipse/  
 
This New Moon seed point is emphasizing the mysteries of death and rebirth, resurrection and renewal, 
and empowerment through the Shamanic Journey that calls us to face the fears that disempower us.  
The image of the Phoenix willingly diving into the fire, knowing it will be born anew brings to mind the 
ascension process, purifying and transforming everything into the light of divine love.  
 
Oct 27. The waxing Moon moves into Sagittarius in the early morning hours - aligning with the bright red 
star Antares tonight, marking the heart of the Scorpion. This royal star is a stargate portal accessing the 
transformative energies of the oracle designed to expand awareness and meaning in ways that support the 
fulfillment of our earthly journey.  
 
The Moon is transmitting the lineage of these mysteries through the Sagittarian energies of the ever-expanding quest 
for truth and meaning. These images are supported by the charge of the Delphic Oracle that says, “know thy self.”  
 

http://www.cayelincastell.com/
https://youtu.be/BUxxfDryMRQ
https://mystaralchemy.com/behenian-stars-series-details/
https://cayelincastell.com/solar-eclipse/
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Visually connecting with or meditating upon the Moon and Antares provides a direct experience of these mysteries 
and what they mean for you personally at this time.  
   What exactly is Truth?  
   How has the truth been shifting and changing for you?  
   Are you living the truth of your being more fully now?  
   How can we live the fullness of our truth in every moment for the greatest benefit of all life? 
 
Oct 28, Tuesday. Jupiter returns to Pisces amplifying the mysteries of Compassionate Healing first for ourselves and 
then from their assisting others. 
 
Oct 29, Wednesday.  Today the Moon enters 
Capricorn and crosses the intersection of the ecliptic 
(path the planets follow) and the Milky Way where 
the December Solstice Sun rises near Galactic Center.  
 
The Center of our Galaxy is a huge black hole that acts 
as a divine transmitter and receiver. The pure energy 
pouring forth from here may be utilized in our 
conscious, co-creative process to amplify and transmit 
new programs of operation and awareness directly to 
the DNA. Once each month the Moon passes by here 
illuminating the ancient and future mysteries 
available now when we are open to receive them 
 
Week of Oct 30 – Nov 6 The Aquarius First Quarter 
Moon window is Oct 30, 31 and Nov 1.  The waxing 
half Full Moon represents the balance between light and dark and is the most visible growth phase of the Moon. This 
relates to the phase of the hero’s journey where he or she enters the zone of magnified power and is the best time to 
put our ideas and plans into action. The Moon waxes or gains in light until reaching its full phase in Taurus on Nov 8. 
 
Oct 30, Thursday. Mars stations Retrograde in Gemini signaling the beginning of a New Mars cycle that will happen 
when retrograde Mars reaches opposition to the Sun. I hope to have time to share more about this soon. Meanwhile 
here is a bit about Retrograde Planets. https://cayelincastell.com/planetary-stations-retrograde-and-direct/  
 
Mars in Gemini for 8 months is featuring the mysteries of the Trickster who loves to go beyond the rules having 
transcended the rules of third dimensional reality, going beyond duality. There is a multi-dimensional aspect to 
Gemini serving something bigger, something beyond the ordinary, something that also reminds us not to take 
ourselves to seriously, venturing into the realm of Crazy Wisdom.  
 
In this place something extraordinary can be created in unexpected, surprising ways that helps shake up our 
attachment to certain more limited perspectives and boundaries. Most importantly, you know you are on the right 
track with Mars in Gemini when you can laugh at yourself, laugh at life in general and whatever you are doing is FUN!  
 
Oct 31, Friday. The waxing Moon enters Aquarius bringing through the mysteries of the cosmic revolutionary 
experimenting with innovative ideas intended to accelerate growth and consciousness. It might be helpful to access 
new territory by questioning the rules and societal structures that are limiting and restrictive to creative expression, 
courageously inviting the changes that open the doors to new expansive and exciting experiences. In another words, 
for the next couple of days the primary energy leading the way encourages us to think outside what is considered the 
cultural norm (or the box of our cultural limitations). 
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